
FP McCann attends British 
Tunnelling Society Conference and 

Off-Site Exhibition in London 
FP McCann has recently showcased both our shaft and tunnel and architectural 

and structural precast concrete products at the British Tunnelling Society 

conference and the Off-Site Construction exhibition, held at The Queen Elizabeth 

II Conference Centre, Westminster and Excel, London respectively. 

  

 

FP McCann is very much involved in major tunnelling and shaft schemes in the Capital, 

supplying Crossrail and the London Cable Tunnels project withprecast concrete 

segmental shafts and tunnel linings and with preparatory works now underway on the 

massive Thames Tideway Tunnel scheme, FP McCann is gearing up for this and 

associated works. 

Organised by the British Tunnelling Society and Tunnelling Journal, FP McCann has 

once again given its full support along with 50 other companies to the two day 

programme of conferences and seminars highlighting new products, technical 

developments and design innovations. 

Speaking on behalf of FP McCann's tunnelling and shafts division, National Tunnelling 

Products  Manager,  Stuart Carson says, "As our Tunnels and Shafts division has 

expanded, we are actively involved across the UK in a number of high profile 
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projects in the tunnelling and shaft sinking sectors. The BTS conference has 

helped us to reinforce the message that FP McCann is now a leading supplier of 

segmental tunnels and shafts with the manufacturing capability to service major 

contracts throughout the UK" 

  

 

At Excel, FP McCann has been promoting its structural and architectural precast 

concrete business featuring the extensive range of precast modular architectural 

building solutions and components now available and used on projects including; 

schools, student accommodation, hotels and apartment blocks. 

FP McCann now specialises in manufacturing ‘grey’ concrete panels which are 
subsequently clad by the main contractor. These panels are used to create off-site 
precast modular building structures including internal walls, floors and ceilings all 
manufactured to a high quality finish. Additionally, and in the same market sectors, FP 
McCann has expanded into the specialist architectural facade finishes, offering 
‘sandwich panels’ clad with either a brick-facing or acid-etched design specification. 
Other architectural precast concrete products complementing the ‘sandwich panels’ 
include lintels, columns, soffits, balconies and stairs. 
  

Increasingly, architects and designers are choosing off-site manufactured modular room 
systems for the quality of finish, speed of construction and safe on-site installation 
practices they offer. Design teams at FP McCann work closely with the client and 
contractor to ensure the precast modular room dimensions and build criteria match the 
design specifications. 
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